
an international digital marketing agency offering web design and online marketing 
services, which has helped over 150 customers to generate over nine million euros 
in sales. 
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Prior to using Multilogin, COSWORLD was focused entirely on affiliate marketing for e-
commerce products and used Facebook for all advertising. 



But overnight, the business was gone. Cosmin Botosanu, COSWORLD founder, recalled the 
night when Facebook wiped out his business. All his pages and profiles were shut down and 
within one hour, he was done; “It was frustrating because every time you try to create an 
account, you get banned”.

COSWORLD works with four affiliate networks and uses multiple advertising channels including 
Facebook, Google, Pinterest, and TikTok. As an owner, Cosmin wants to provide his employees 
with a stable income and ensure that they can grow and reach their own personal and 
professional goals. In order to do this, the company needs to have stable processes and a 
stable set of partners on which they can rely.

The challenges it faced included:

Creating a stable business where employees could earn a stable income without the 
unpredictability of Facebook bans

Diversifying advertising into more channels and ensuring profiles are not detected

Reducing the risk of losing the business due to ever-changing algorithms on platforms

When all the Facebook accounts were banned, it was clear that this was not a stable

foundation for the business, and a solution was needed. 

In recent times, after expanding into TikTok advertising, Cosmin discovered that it was even 
worse than Facebook and completely unpredictable as to why the accounts would be banned. 



Building a stable business providing employees with a stable income on a monthly basis was 
stressful and when the advertising platforms were unpredictable and banning all the accounts, 
they needed to find a solution.
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After searching for a few days, Cosmin found an interview that one of his friends did with 
Multilogin and it made him curious. The technology turned out to be the solution he was 
searching for. 

COSWORLD has multiple media buyers and account farmers. When account farmers 
have warmed up the accounts, they need somewhere to store them where they can 
be sure the media buyers can use them without getting banned.

The main thing for Cosmin when searching for the right platform was that “it should be a 
solution: it shouldn’t need more work to make it work”.

Multilogin was a game-changer for my business

When comparing Multilogin against other options, Cosmin was thinking; “if I want to make 100k 
profit per month, I can’t look if there is a 20 or 30EUR cheaper solution. I need one thing – it is 
super user friendly.” Cosmin chose Multilogin for exactly this reason – “I just log in, click create 
profile, choose what type of profile, add the proxy, and run the campaign. That’s all.”

This is where

Multilogin comes in

Multilogin has to be part of our business. If you want to wash cars, you can’t do it without 
the water. Multilogin is like this; it is simply part of our business.

Cosmin Botoșanu

CEO & Founder of Cosworld



COSWORLD has now been using Multilogin for more than two years and more than 90% of the 
company is using it for active campaigns.



Account farmers are creating profiles and adding them into Multilogin to be used by a team of 
media buyers. The amount of profiles created varies per month. Typically, COSWORLD’s media 
buyers are managing between two and ten profiles each and what Cosmin really likes about it is 
that browser sessions are stored.

There is a lot of stress in running this type of business. When you spend a lot of time farming 
accounts, it can be frustrating when they suddenly get banned, and this is something that 
stopped Cosmin and his team from being able to just focus on making money. “Multilogin took 
the biggest stress away from me”, said Cosmin. 

In 2022, COSWORLD had a goal of making one million EUR profit. With the help of Multilogin, 
they have achieved their goal in the first five months of the year.



Cosmin is so happy with Multilogin, he sees it as a necessary part of his business, and he plans 
to set his goals ten times higher for next year.

Multilogin took the biggest stress away from me

When browser profiles are used, then saved and closed, they can be opened again with the 
same tabs and history. Team members can just continue where they left off in each profile.

When the person is relaxed, you can make money.

 Cosmin, founder of Cosworld. 
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